Spring Quilt Festival, Duxford 2019
Workshop List
These workshops run on each day of the show. Some workshops will overlap so please
check the times when making your choice. Workshops can be booked at the show on a first
come, first served basis. Payment should be made by cash only.
Workshop 1
11.30am - 1 hour - £7.50
Appliqué Reusable Book Cover with Angela Warburton (QuiltBloc)
Use appliqué templates and different stitches and embellishments to create a reusable book cover,
which can be finished at home
12.45pm - 1 Hour - £7.50
Create a Beautiful Batik Landscape with Roxana Pallatt (Hannah’s Room)
Join Roxana Pallatt as she shows you how to create a simple yet effective landscape using beautiful
batik fabrics. Participants will complete the basics of this scene during the workshop and then add
stitching and embellishment at home
2.00pm - 1 Hour - £7.50
Scrap Happy with Roxana Pallatt (Hannah’s Room)
We all have plenty of scraps and usually no idea how to use them. Well join Roxana Pallet as she
shows you how to create this wonderful creative scene using beautiful batik scraps.
Workshop 2
11.30am - 1 hour - £7.50
Play with Glitter Liners with Vendulka Battais
Would you like a fast and easy way to add a bit of glitter to your textile work? Come and try Marabu
Glitter Liners and colour in a pre-quilted feather or a tree panel.
12.45pm - 1 Hour - £7.00
Come Fly with Me! with Kim Shaw
Whether you want to represent a time of year or mark a special occasion, use your pattern in a
number of ways to illustrate your ideas and thoughts. Add or adapt items to personalise for intended
recipient. Kit and pattern supplied.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £8.00
Making a Small Coin Purse with Sylvie Plested
During the workshop you will decorate a small piece of fabric with Indian Kantha stitching.
Templates will be provided. You then will learn how to use a small piece of springy tape measure to
sew into the top of the fabric to finish your small coin purse. This method can then be used for other
items you might want to make at home. All necessary material will be in your kit, including small
piece of tape measure, duct tape, threads and needles.

